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The National Headquarters
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Case ZB/ 23 – 05650/01
Expert Opinion
Reference: the Evidence Ordinance [New Version], 5731-1971.
Name of the expert: Igor Peckerman
His address: The National Headquarters / Bomb Disposal Department, Jerusalem.
I, the undersigned, have been requested by: Zion police station to express my professional opinion on the
following question: examination of exhibits in an investigation that was conducted by the police unit:
Jerusalem Minorities, Case No: Detailed Incident 10283/01.
I express this expert opinion instead of testifying in court and hereby declare that I am well aware, that for the
purposes of penal law concerning perjury, this expert opinion, when signed by me, shall be considered as sworn
evidence given in a court of law.
The details of my education are:
1) Graduate of a bomb disposal course in the Israel Police in 1987.
2) Graduate of a course in electricity and electronics for Israel Police bomb disposal technicians in 1990.
3) Graduate of an explosion supervisor course of the Ministry of Labor in 1994.
4) Graduate of a senior bomb disposal technicians’ course in the Israel Police in 1996.
5) Graduate of a bomb laboratory operation team course in 1996.
6) Graduate of a specialized officers’ course in the Israel Police in 1998.
7) Graduate of an advanced explosion investigators’ course in the USA in 2000.
My vocational experience:
1) Qualified bomb disposal technician in the Israel Police bomb disposal department since 1987.
2) Advanced bomb disposal technician in the Israel Police bomb disposal department since 1993.
3) Israel Police bomb laboratory team member since 1996.
4) Senior bomb disposal technician in the Israel Police bomb disposal department since 1997.
My professional opinion
On December 1, 2001, I was called by the Jerusalem District bomb disposal unit to examine the circumstances
of one of three explosions that had occurred in the center of Jerusalem in the Ben Yehuda pedestrian mall area:
one at the intersection of Ben Yehuda Street and Luntz Street (scene No. 1), the second near Zion Square
(scene No. 2) and the third at Harav Kook St. (scene No. 3). At the site of the incident I met with deputy bomb
disposal officer of the Jerusalem District, Superintendent Kobi Friger, who led me into the scene and pointed
out three corpses that were at scene No. 2, approximately 10 meters away from Zion Square further up the
pedestrian mall.
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At the scene of the incident, I noticed many fragmentation and blast impacts characterized by shattered
windows and deformed bars of the stores near the explosion site. On the stone paved ground, about 5 meters
away from the row of buildings on the northern side of the pedestrian mall, I identified a concentration of
fragmentation impacts indicating the exact place over which the explosion occurred. In addition, dismembered
human remains were found at the scene, of a person who was later identified as the terrorist. Remains of the
upper body of the terrorist were found on a window air conditioner located approximately 2.5 meters above the
ground, approximately 7 meters away from the explosion site.
According to the effects at the incident scene and on the body of the terrorist, the epicenter of the explosion
was found to be about one meter above the ground.
The following exhibits were gathered at the scene of the incident:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Metal nuts and remains of nuts.
Metal nails and remains of nails.
Various pieces of metal, upon some of which traces of glue were found.
Pieces of blue and black fabric.
Pieces of red leather (found to belong to the explosion in scene No. 1).
Remains of 9V batteries.
Remains of various electric wires, upon some of which blackened yellow insulation tape was found.
Pieces of blackened yellow insulation tape.
An electric switch button (found to belong to the explosion at scene No. 1).
Deformed, blackened pieces of plastic.
Remains of a wristwatch.

All of the exhibits were packed in plastic bags that were marked “I.P. December 2, 2001 Zion Square” and
were taken for further examinations in the laboratory.
On December 3, 2001, parts of exhibits No. 1, 2 and 3 were sent for testing at the analytic laboratory, packed
in heat sealed plastic bags and marked “I.P. ZB 5650/01 int-148/01”.
On February 17, 2002, two pieces of metal with glue from exhibit No. 3 and three nuts from exhibit No. 1 on
which there was glue, packed in numbered heat sealed plastic bags numbered “A” – “B” and marked “I.P. ZB
5660/01 int-148/01” were sent for comparative testing at the fiber and polymer laboratory.
On April 23, 2002, the results of the examination and the exhibits, kept in a heat sealed plastic bag and marked
“505650/01 Sara Abramovich” were received from the analytic laboratory.
On July 16, 2002, the results of the examination and the exhibits, kept in plastic bags marked “05650-01 …
A.R.” and inside secure envelope No. E 1405305 sealed and marked with a label “… ZB/ 28 – 05650/01…”
were received from the fiber and polymer laboratory.
The results of the examination
The examination of the incident scene and the exhibits reveals that near Zion Square, further up the
Ben Yehuda pedestrian mall in Jerusalem, an improvised explosive device exploded.
2.
The structure of the explosive device:
A.
Primary charge – The primary charge consisted of an explosive charge and fragmentation
which were placed into a metallic case, appearing to be a computer case.
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Primary explosives – The examination of the exhibits in the analytic laboratory did not lead
to identification of the type of explosives that were used in the explosive device (see analytic
laboratory expert opinion, attached). An analysis of the effects at the incident scene and of the
remains of the explosive device indicates that high explosives were used as the primary
charge.

C.

Initiator – No remains of an initiator/s were found at the scene of the incident or among the
exhibits.

D.

Activation system – A deformed, blackened piece of metal that was identified as remains of
a toggle switch was found among the remains of the explosive device. The manner of damage
to the switch indicates that it was in immediate proximity to the improvised explosive device
at the time of the explosion and therefore appears to have been used in the activation system.
The switch is characteristic of improvised explosive devices and is usually used as a safety
switch or for immediate activation of the explosive device by a suicide bomber.

E.

The power source – Remains of at least two Duracell 9V alkaline batteries, manufactured in
Belgium, were found at the scene of the incident.

F.

Electric wires – Single stranded multi-fiber electric wires with purple, blue and black
insulating sheaths were used in the explosive device.

G.

Fragmentation – In addition to the outer casing, fragmentation was used of two main types
in the explosive device:
1)
Metal nuts measuring 8 x 16 x 8 mm. Approximately 5400 grams of nuts were
gathered at the scene of the incident.
2)
Various metal nails of 1.5 – 2 cm length. Approximately 590 grams of nails were
gathered at the scene of the incident.

Due to the proximity of the attack scene to scene No. 1 (Ben Yehuda – Luntz), it is not possible to
conclusively determine the weight/quantity of fragmentation used in the explosive device.
Some of the nuts were found stuck together using glue whose collective properties were found to
match the glue that was found on the inner side of the case that was used as the primary charge – (see
the attached fiber and polymer laboratory examination report). In addition, signs of the impressions
formed as a result of the pressure caused by the detonation were found on the inside of the remains of
the case – together these two findings indicate that the nuts were affixed to the inner walls of the case.
No traces of glue were found on the nails.
H.
Insulating tape – Yellow insulating tape of 18 mm width was used in the explosive device.
Traces of the tape were found on the remains of the batteries and on the remains of the wires.
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I.

Camouflage –
1)
At the scene of the incident and among the exhibits, deformed, blackened pieces of
sheet metal of approximately 0.5 mm thickness of the following types were found:
A)
Unpainted pieces of sheet metal on two of which the following inscriptions
were found:

“Removable switching power supply”

“Don’t screw off”
The pieces were identified as remains of a power supply box that is used
in computers, amongst other uses.
B)
Beige painted sheet metal pieces. Some of the pieces are perforated with
round holes of approximately 4 mm diameter in a mesh shape.
C)
Unpainted sheet metal pieces.
The pieces were found to match the case, probably of a computer.
2)
In addition to the sheet metal pieces described above, plastic pieces were found
which were also identified as matching the front of a computer case. In addition, a
round piece of rubber was found, which was identified as a remnant of a leg that is
used for stabilizing computer cases, amongst other uses.
3)
In view of the above mentioned findings it appears that a computer case, the exact
type and volume of which were not identified, was used as camouflage for the
improvised explosive device.
J.
Methomyl was found in the traces of the explosive device which were examined in the
analytic laboratory. This is an insecticide which appears to have been added to the explosive device
with the aim of increasing/worsening the effect of the fragmentation impact by poisoning.
3.

The force of an explosive device of this type is capable of causing death upon detonation.

4.

Photographs of the incident scene and the exhibits marked “I.P. ZB 5650/01” are attached.

5.

The exhibits, provided in heat sealed plastic bags and marked “I.P. ZB 5650/01”, are attached.

[Signature]
Igor Peckerman, Chief Inspector
National Headquarters Bomb Lab
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General view of the incident scene from the direction
of Zion Square.
The detonation site is circled.
An arrow indicates the air conditioner on which
remains of the upper body of the attacker were
found.

Remains of the upper body of the terrorist as found
on the air conditioner.

A view of the incident scene from the direction of
the Ben Yehuda pedestrian mall and reconstruction
of the stance of the suicide bomber when he
activated the explosive device.
A concentration of fragmentation impacts indicating
the exact place at which the attacker stood at the
time of the attack may be seen on the ground.

I.P. ZB 5650/01 49249.001
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A remnant of a toggle switch which appeared to have
been used in the explosive device compared to this
part of a similar switch.

1. Remains of at least two Duracell 9V alkaline
batteries.
2. Remains of the insulating tape that was used in the
explosive device.

Remains of the electrical wires that were used in the
explosive device.

[in photograph:] 148-01
National Headquarters Bomb Laboratory

I.P. ZB 5650/01
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The nuts and nails used as fragmentation in the
explosive device.
[in photograph:] 148-01
National Headquarters Bomb Laboratory

The imprinted marks of the nuts on the inner side of
the remnant of the case.

I.P.ZB 5650/01
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Remains of a power supply box used in computers, amongst other uses.

Pieces of sheet metal that were found to be consistent with a computer case compared to the rear side of a
computer.

Plastic pieces that appear to be the remains of the
front of a computer case.

Pieces of a leg that is used for stabilizing computer
cases, amongst other uses, compared to a leg of a
computer case.

[in photograph:] 148-01
National Headquarters Bomb Laboratory
I.P. ZB 5650/01
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